The world’s largest generator of renewable energy selects Apparity.
Atlanta Georgia, March 24th, 2017, - Apparity, LLC the global leader in End User Computing (EUC)
controls announced today that it has entered into a contract to provide an EUC management and
controls solution to one of the top three utilities in the U.S., a Fortune 200 company included in the S&P
100 Index, with operations in 30 states and Canada.
The Apparity solution will be initially deployed across the financial reporting and accounting processes
that involve multiple EUC’s, typically complex regulatory spreadsheets. Apparity will provide the
company with the ability to monitor end user access rights, ensure all updates are captured and tracked
as well as implement workflow that manages the identification, review and approval of significant
change.
A critical component of the solution will be the change management solution. Working within a normal
Excel session, Apparity will be able to generate real time change logs that isolate and identify the change
types that are significant to the company based on their EUC policy and controls framework. The
Apparity Change Log will eliminate the noise created by structural changes such as row and column
inserts and deletes, monitors for any macro code changes and provide a clear before and after view into
the impact of change in complex financial spreadsheets. Once generated the Change Log is then subject
to a review process that leverages the existing organizational management structures to ensure the
correct individual reviews the significant changes in a timely and secure manner.
Because the Apparity system does not interfere with the way a user works with their EUC’s, (Access
databases or spreadsheets). Because the Apparity solution is designed to adapt to organizations EUC
Policy mandates the business cycles that are reliant on the output of these EUC’s remain unaffected.
About Apparity, LLC
Apparity, LLC provides Enterprise Content Management (ECM) software and support for End User
Computing to companies within highly regulated industries. The Apparity technology securely monitors
and assists with all the material events that occur in the lifecycle of a mission critical EUC, without
interfering with the content or with the associated EUC business process operations.
For more information, visit www.apparity.com or contact us at information@apparity.com.

